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Introduction
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s mission is to “save
lives, prevent injuries, and reduce economic costs due to road traffic
crashes.” Driver distraction is a significant and difficult safety problem to
address. This program lays out NHTSA’s efforts to address it. Planned projects for 2010 and beyond are described, with some building on a significant
number of research projects conducted in prior years.
This plan is intended to communicate NHTSA’s priorities to the public with
regard to driver distraction safety challenges, namely our long-term goal
of eliminating crashes that are attributable to distraction. Among them are
programs and projects involving improving our understanding of the problem, reducing workloads from driver interfaces, keeping distracted drivers safe, and recognizing the risks and consequences of distracted driving.
NHTSA notes that this plan as well as individual projects are subject to
change depending on evolving interaction and changes in agency workload, resources, and priorities. NHTSA also notes that while we communicate our research plans with other Department of Transportation agencies,
this plan is not meant to represent the extensive efforts planned throughout
the DOT.

Background
This overview is intended as a complement to a previous NHTSA report,
“Driver Distraction: A Review of the Current State-of-Knowledge.”1 Refer
to that document for additional detail and discussion. This report is available at the NHTSA Web site (www.nhtsa.gov).

Definition, Measurement of Distraction
Although the definition may seem obvious, the term distracted driving has
been used to represent different driver conditions. Some reports or news
articles use the terms inattention and distraction synonymously. While
drowsiness and daydreaming can be categorized as inattention, the term
distraction as used in this plan is a specific type of inattention that occurs
when drivers divert their attention away from the driving task to focus on
another activity instead. These distractions can be from electronic distractions, such as navigation systems and cell phones, or more conventional
distractions such as interacting with passengers and eating. These distracting tasks can affect drivers in different ways, and can be categorized into
the following types:
• Visual distraction: Tasks that require the driver to look away from the
roadway to visually obtain information;
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• Manual distraction: Tasks that require the driver to take a hand off the
steering wheel and manipulate a device;
• Cognitive distraction: Tasks that are defined as the mental workload
associated with a task that involves thinking about something other
than the driving task.
The impact of distraction on driving is determined not just by the type of
distraction, but also the frequency and duration of the task. That is to say,
even if a task is less distracting, a driver who engages in it frequently or for
long durations may increase the crash risk to a level comparable to that of
much more difficult task performed less often. Because drivers often have
a choice regarding when and how often to multitask when driving, their
exposure to risk is typically within their control; however some research
— discussed later in this report — has shown that drivers underestimate
the overall risk of various tasks.
It should be noted that because of the complex nature of distraction,
researchers have implemented various methodologies to better understand
the problem. While each method provides insights into the problem, each
also has its limitations. For a detailed discussion of these benefits and limitations, refer to the aforementioned summary report, Driver Distraction: A
Review of the Current State-of-Knowledge.2 Several methodologies and the
subsequent results are discussed below.
NHTSA’s 2007 Driver Cell Phone Use observational study estimated that
about 6 percent of drivers are using hand-held phones at any given time.3
Furthermore, when asked about their willingness to multitask under highand low-demand traffic situations, drivers in another NHTSA-sponsored
study did not perceive common cell phone tasks to contain much risk.4 The
study also showed that teenage drivers were the age group most willing to
engage in various distracting activities and were confident in their ability
to multitask without consequence. The limited skill of many young drivers
and their poor judgment regarding when to attempt such tasks is of special concern, especially since the wireless devices they use are capable of
providing even more complex features than phone operation, such as text
messaging and accessing the Internet.
The safety impact of distraction is also dictated by the task itself and the
workload it imposes on the driver. To measure workload, several types
of studies have been conducted. The first type, controlled studies, have
demonstrated how drivers’ performances can be degraded when they
multitask. In these studies, degradations were evidenced in such behaviors as reduced eye scanning behavior, slower reaction time, degraded
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vehicle control (i.e., increased weaving of the vehicle within the lane), and
lower detection of critical objects in peripheral vision.5 NHTSA studies
of several navigation system designs demonstrated the varying degree
of impact that their interfaces can have on driving performance.6 Moredistracting interface designs, or those that require more attention-related
resources, diverted more attention from the driving task and, as a result,
led to greater difficulty in lane keeping.
All of these effects can degrade driving safety, but due to the nature of
controlled experiments, the crash consequences of such reduced driving
performance are difficult to characterize. For example, people may operate
devices differently when they know they are being studied than they do in
the real world. They may increase the distance between themselves and the
vehicle in front of them or they may slow down. What is known, however,
is that some drivers don’t compensate appropriately, sometimes resulting
in crashes. One method to overcome some of these limitations of controlled
experiments is the use of naturalistic data collection in which the behavior
of drivers using their personal vehicles on real roads is recorded by an
array of on-board instrumentation. When crashes and near-crashes occur,
the information about the vehicle kinematics and driver behaviors leading
to these events are saved for analysis.
NHTSA sponsored one such naturalistic study, conducted by Virginia Tech
Transportation Institute, in which 100 cars in Northern Virginia were
instrumented, commonly known as the 100-Car Study.7 Analyses of the
recorded video data allowed researchers to determine whether the drivers
were distracted in the moments leading up to the crashes or near-crashes.
The researchers also analyzed video clips when the drivers were engaging
in secondary tasks. By comparing distractions during normal driving to
distractions during crashes and near-crashes, estimates were made of the
relative risk of drivers when distracted. Due to the success of this method,
the Transportation Research Board under its Strategic Highway Research
Program 2 (SHRP2) has initiated a much larger naturalistic driving study
with a wider sample of drivers, which is expected to be more representative
of the general driving public. When it is completed (expected in 2012),
it will provide more comprehensive data on the incidence of distracting
activities among drivers generally and better information on the contribution of distracting activities to crash causation in passenger vehicles.
Naturalistic studies also have their limitations compared to controlled studies. Specifically, although controlled studies do not provide information
about the frequency and circumstances in which drivers willingly engage
5
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in distracting activities, naturalistic studies do not have controls or metrics
to look at specific conditions. For example, drivers are free to use features
or devices at their own discretion, which may or may not provide enough
data to make comparisons. Thus, both methods are needed to fully understand the nature of distraction and its consequences.

Incidence and Safety Consequences of Distraction
Drivers have often experienced distractions due to other passengers, radio
operation, and eating food, among other activities. Increasingly, drivers are
distracted by new technologies and innovative features available in their
vehicles or in portable devices that they bring into the vehicle. Prospective passenger vehicle buyers are faced with an ever increasing variety of
In-Vehicle Information Systems (IVIS), each capable of tasks that are potentially distracting. Portable devices offer many of the same capabilities as
original equipment manufacturers’ products plus additional ones. Many
of these technologies have the capabilities to receive, transmit, and display
various types of information. They give drivers the opportunities to place
calls, obtain directions, send text messages or e-mails, and choose from
many multi-channel music and entertainment options. Through wireless
communications, drivers may receive information about real-time traffic
reports, parking information, and advertising for nearby businesses. Other
information available to drivers includes advanced driver assistance systems that can alert and warn drivers about the condition of their vehicles,
fuel economy, nearby objects, and likely crash situations.
Currently, NHTSA has three primary sources of data from which to assess
the effects of distraction. The first two are police-accident-report-based
systems. The Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) is a census of
fatal crash data assembled by NHTSA. In addition to fatality data, the
National Automotive Sampling Systems (NASS) General Estimates System (GES) provides a sample of all police-reported crashes to estimate
the number of injured people and to gather information about crashes
of varying severity. These systems rely on the State data-based police
accident report (PAR) as their primary data sources for the recoding of
the distraction information into a uniform national data set. Estimating
the role of distraction from these crash databases is difficult because the
police-reported distraction and inattention data appear to have a wide
degree of reporting and collection variability. Despite the limitations in
this data collection, NHTSA’s data shows that almost 5,870 people died
and an approximately 500,000 people were injured in crashes that were
reported to have involved distraction in 2008.8
The third primary source is an on-scene investigation-based crash data
source that provides unique insights about distraction is the National Motor
8
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Vehicle Crash Causation Survey (NMVCCS).9 This nationally representative
database consists of on-scene, in-depth multidisciplinary investigations of
6,949 crashes that occurred between 2005 and 2007. This in-depth, onsite approach provides more details than typical police reports about the
driver, vehicle, and traffic characteristics associated with distraction-related
crashes. This data indicate that distractions internal to the vehicle were a
critical reason in about 11 percent of crashes studied. An analysis of the
types of internal distractions found that about 0.2 percent of drivers were
dialing or hanging up phones, about 0.9 percent were adjusting radios/CDs
or other controls, and about 12 percent were conversing with passengers
or on cell phones. Drivers 16 to 25 years old had the highest percentage of
being engaged in at least one interior non-driving activity (6.6%).
The previously mentioned 100-Car study confirmed that distraction is a
common occurrence while driving; many distractions increase the relative
risk of crashes and near-crashes, and distractions that require drivers to
take their eyes off the road are potentially more of a safety problem than
purely cognitive distractions. The researchers in that study used the data to
determine the odds ratio or increased risk of engaging in various secondary
tasks over “just driving.” Table 1 shows some of the results (statistically
significant results are in bold). A significant odds ratio indicates a reliable
increase in risk associated with that activity.
Table 1. Odds ratio for secondary tasks in the 100-Car Study

Type of Secondary Task

9

Odds Ratio

Reaching for a moving object

8.82

Insect in vehicle

6.37

Looking at external object

3.70

Reading

3.38

Applying makeup

3.13

Dialing hand-held device

2.79

Inserting/retrieving CD

2.25

Eating

1.57

Reaching for non-moving object

1.38

Talking/listing to a hand-held device

1.29

Drinking from open container

1.03

Other personal hygiene

0.70

Adjusting the radio

0.50

Passenger in adjacent seat

0.50

Passenger in rear seat

0.39

Child in rear seat

0.33

NHTSA. (2008, July). National Motor Vehicle Crash Causation Study Report to Congress. DOT HS
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Based on these results, reaching for a moving object is the most risky
behavior observed, increasing crash risk by more than eight times that of
just driving.
A similar methodology to NMVCCS was used to collect data in recent
heavy-truck research. The Large-Truck Crash Causation Study recorded
information on nearly 1,000 heavy-truck fatal and injury crashes.10 An
estimated 2 percent of these crashes were associated with a distraction
inside the truck. Two additional naturalistic studies – the Drowsy Driver
Warning System Field Operational Test and the Naturalistic Truck Driving
Study – were combined with the Large-Truck Crash Causation Study and
analyzed to further investigate distracted driving. While few crashes were
observed, preliminary results indicate that text messaging on a cell phone
while driving increased crash risk more than 23 times.11
Epidemiological studies have also evaluated the crash risk associated with
cell phones.12 Some of the studies consistently found a four-fold increase in
crash risk associated with the use of a cellular phone.13 14 The increased risk
associated with cell phone use is not certain, however, because researchers may have relied on incorrect assumptions about driver behavior, for
example whether the driver was on the phone when the crash occurred
(versus right after the event to call for emergency services).
As summarized in the Research Note, Examination of Driver Distraction as
Recorded in NHTSA Database:15
Measuring driver distraction in the field is difficult and potentially
imprecise because of self-reporting and timing of data collection.
Due to differences in methodology and definitions of distraction,
each study or survey conducted may arrive at different results and
conclusions with respect to the involvement of driver distraction
during a crash. NHTSA’s research paper Driver Distraction: A
Review of the Current State-of-Knowledge discusses multiple means
of measuring the effects of driver distraction including observational studies, crash-based studies, and experimental studies of
driving performance.
These differences may explain discrepancies in the results based upon the
different sources.
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Technology-Based Distractions
Cell phone use while driving has received a considerable amount of research
attention (for a summary of 125 studies see McCartt et al.16). Most research
studies show that task complexity (i.e., the amount of resources required
to complete the task) is a key to estimating distraction potential in that
more-complex tasks are more detrimental to driving performance than
lesser-demanding tasks. The issue as to whether operating a phone via a
hands-free mode is safer or less safe than operating a phone in a hand-held
manner has also received a lot of research attention over the years. While
early work tended to show a decrement with both hand-held and handsfree, newer technologies and applications require additional research to
determine if the any one of the interfaces provide an advantage.
In addition to cell phones, in-vehicle and other portable entertainment
devices can have complex interfaces for drivers to operate. Examples include
touch screen visual displays, joystick input methods, voice interfaces, and
head-up displays. As a result of the increasing number of information
sources and their complicated interface designs, drivers are facing more
opportunities to become distracted by devices that may be more challenging to use than what drivers are accustomed to.
To provide an estimate of how future technology trends affect driver distraction, NHTSA conducted an inventory of in-vehicle technologies, primarily focused on navigation systems.17 This inventory highlighted aspects
of equipment design that could affect driver distraction. This effort was
followed by another inventory that included adaptive cruise control, park
aid systems, night vision systems, and navigation/route guidance systems,
and was an impetus for a larger study of early adopters of these technologies.18 These inventories gave NHTSA snapshots of the sources of potential
driver distractions.

Countermeasures for Distracted Driving
As a result of the growing concern over the increasing use of wireless
communications devices and other “electronic distractions,” NHTSA held
a public meeting in 2000 to bring the issue to national attention and to
seek the engagement of the automotive and related industries.19 One result
16
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of the meeting was the decision of the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers (AAM) to form a working group to develop a set of guidelines for
device design to minimize driver distraction. The current AAM guidelines
address only those functions that require drivers to look at and manually
operate controls and displays. In a letter to the NHTSA administrator dated
April 22, 2002, the AAM committed its intent to have its products conform
to AAM guidelines.
Many efforts have been made to develop guidelines for in-vehicle devices.
NHTSA sponsored a cooperative agreement with the CAMP (Crash Avoidance Metrics Partnership) industry consortium to develop workload metrics
(measures of driver performance).20 In addition, several European countries
have conducted metrics development efforts under the HASTE (Human
Machine Interface And the Safety of Traffic in Europe) program. Also, several manufacturers developed metrics under the ADAM (Advanced Driver
Attention Metrics) program. Transport Canada proposed a Memorandum
of Understanding with automotive manufacturers in regard to adherence
to industry-developed performance guidelines relating to telematics device
design and development. These guideline efforts have gone on to support
many ongoing research programs today.
The NHTSA-sponsored SAVE-IT program (SAfety VEhicle Using Adaptive
Interface Technology) explored the feasibility of a workload management
tool, which is a system designed to minimize the workload (i.e., mental
effort required) from in-vehicle interfaces at unsafe times, such as when
drivers need to focus on critical driving situations.21 These systems use
sensors and algorithms to make real-time calculations of the difficulty of
the driving situation and, based on those calculations, determine when to
suppress the display of additional potentially distracting information or to
prioritize their presentation to limit the amount of information displayed
at one time. For example, if a driver is in heavy traffic, in the rain, or on
a curvy road, an incoming phone call (an added demand) could be automatically routed to voice mail, instead of ringing as normal. To design a
workload manager, it is necessary to know which driving tasks are riskier
than others, and the distraction potential of attending to another information source. The SAVE-IT program demonstrated the feasibility of such a
system.
In addition to distraction-specific technologies, several driver assistance
technologies (e.g., lane departure warning, crash-imminent braking, forward collision warning) have the potential to reduce the negative impact of
distracted driving. Many past and ongoing NHTSA research programs have
examined these technologies (e.g., Integrated Vehicle-Based Safety Systems
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[IVBSS], Advanced Collision Avoidance Technologies [ACAT], and Vehicle
to Vehicle/Vehicle to Infrastructure Communications under the Intellidrive program22). NHTSA will continue to investigate these technologies to
evaluate their crash-reduction potential and determine ways to reduce the
distraction potential the systems themselves may present.

Summary
Researchers use epidemiological studies, experimental studies, and analyses
of crash data to assess the safety problem of driver distraction. The findings
widely indicate that distraction is a safety problem that can increase crash
risk; many studies have shown how this increased risk can occur due to the
degradation in driving performance during multitasking, including slower
reaction time and narrowed visual scanning. Future research will help to
provide better risk estimates and insights regarding the role of distraction
in crash causation.
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Distraction Program Goals

Distraction Plan
Eliminate Crashes Due to Distraction
Initiative 1

Initiative 2

Initiative 3

Initiative 4

Improve the
Understanding
of the Problem

Reduce
Workload from
Interfaces

Keep Drivers
Safe

Recognize
Risks and
Consequences

Data Approach

Vehicle Approaches

Behavioral Approach

Figure 1. Distraction Plan

As part of NHTSA’s overarching goal of reducing fatalities and injuries due
to traffic crashes, the agency has been interested in an array of safety problems, including distraction. The agency developed this distraction plan to
help in its long-term goal of eliminating a specific category of crashes – those
attributable to driver distraction. The program involves four initiatives
(Figure 1). The first initiative is to improve the understanding of the extent
and nature of the distraction problem by enhancing the data quality and
analysis methods. These efforts will continue to improve the understanding of the extent and nature of the distraction problem. The two vehicular
initiatives include determining how to design interfaces to minimize workload, and developing and evaluating crash avoidance technologies that will
keep distracted drivers and their passengers safe (i.e., use crash warnings
and distraction monitoring systems to detect risks, and warn drivers). The
fourth initiative, a behavioral approach, seeks to educate drivers on the
risks and consequences of distracted driving. The comprehensive program
presented below is intended to limit the workload experienced by drivers
using devices in vehicles and keep distracted drivers safe regardless of the
distraction source.
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Built into the program are considerations to identify and control for risks
that, left unchecked, would limit the program’s success, such as driver
acceptance and/or low adoption rate of technologies. Technology-based
solutions may be difficult to implement due to high costs, marketplace
resistance, and unproven effectiveness. Effectiveness may be reduced by
driver efforts to circumvent unpopular countermeasures. In addition, benefits may be compromised if drivers overestimate the protection afforded
by technologies and adopt unsafe behaviors, such as increased phone use,
that are counterproductive to safety. Behavioral approaches, such as laws
restricting cell phone use or educational programs, must overcome the
resistance of drivers who may not fully appreciate the risks associated with
common and “electronic” distractions.
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Initiatives
Initiative 1: Improve Understanding of the Problem
Background
The changing nature of distracting tasks and the limitations of available
data require a continuous effort to better understand the issues surrounding
driver distraction. As discussed previously, our understanding of exposure
to distractions is limited by the availability of real-world data. In addition
to this real-world data, the relative risk of a task compared to other factors, such as what devices and tasks cause drivers to become distracted, the
circumstances under which crashes occur, the drivers’ characteristics that
increase the propensity to lose focus, and the effects of potential interface
improvements on crash risk.
The rapid advances in technology entering the marketplace also add complexity to the distraction problem – it requires a focused effort on monitoring current trends to identify distractions early in the deployment. To better
assess the distraction potential of new technologies, this plan outlines the
agency’s efforts to gain a more in-depth understanding of the interfaces currently on the market, specifically for distraction potential and use rates.
Programs to Support Initiative 1

Initiative 1:
Improve the Understanding of the Problem
Efforts
1

2
Initiate
improved
police
reporting

Analyze
additional
crash data

• Improved
data quality
through
standardized
reporting
• Improved
training

• Improved
countermeasure
identification

3

4

Continue
observational
studies

Publish
observational
protocol

5
Plan
analyses
for SHRP 2

6
Assess use
of new
technology

7
Assess cell
phone
interfaces

8
Evaluate
manual
entry tasks

• Continued
tracking of
use
• Improved
protocols
and data
collection
techniques

• Provide
guidance to
outside
entities on
data
collection
methods

• Increased
understanding of
rate/effect/
sources of
distracted
driving

• Information
on driver
use patterns
to identify
(dis)benefits
• New data
collection
methods

• Estimates of
exposure,
risk of using
each
interface
type

• Estimates of
distraction
potential of
different
tasks

Outcomes
Figure 2: Tasks and Outcomes for Initiative 1
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1. Initiate improved police reporting. Distraction incidence is not consistently recorded across the United States, as there is variation in both
the data collected on police accident reports and the quality of police
reporting. Currently 49 of the 50 States have some mention of distraction or inattention on their police accident forms. However, the level of
detail has a wide range of disparity. The quality of police reporting has
a wide degree of variation based on the level of training and reporting
requirements. In many jurisdictions the police officer must specifically
witness or be able to provide evidence of the circumstances reported
in order to mention as a contributing factor or report as an infraction,
further reducing the likelihood that an officer will document any information relating to distraction. In addition, the self-reporting of distraction may be biased due to poor recall, avoiding self-incrimination or
admission of fault. Many countries are also assessing their distracted
driving problem. Sharing best practices in data collection methods and
improving police reporting will be assessed.
Expected Outcomes: Improved training and standards for coding
distraction on PARs would help NHTSA and the States better
estimate distracted driving-related events and monitor any new
trends and effects of countermeasures.
Status: This is an ongoing project. The first step, communicating the variables that are available in all States, is complete. The
second step, improving those variables, will be completed by Q4
2012. Assessment of international best practices will be completed
by Q1 2011.
2. Analyze additional crash data. The NMVCSS database is derived from
in-depth crash investigations that can provide many more details about
crash circumstances than standard police crash reports. NHTSA plans
to conduct detailed analyses of this database to identify characteristics
of distraction-related crashes in terms of such factors as the types of
distractions, crash scenarios, driver characteristics, and other related
contributing factors. The report is scheduled to be published in 2010.
In addition, NHTSA will mine the agency’s additional databases for
distraction-related data.
Expected Outcomes: NHTSA expects to use the results of this analysis to define research that will identify countermeasures for the
most prevalent distraction-related problems. The agency expects
to use the results to provide the public with a better understanding of the types of distractions that contribute to crashes.
Status: This is an ongoing project. A report detailing the results of
NMVCCS to assess distraction-related crashes will be completed
in Q3 2010. A second report investigating the rate of intersection
crashes will be completed in Q4 2010.
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3. Continue observational studies. Currently, NHTSA administers the
National Occupant Protection Use Study (NOPUS), which provides the
only nationwide probability-based observational data on driver electronic device use in the United States. The NOPUS is conducted by the
National Center for Statistics and Analysis (NCSA) of NHTSA. NHTSA
will continue to collect this data. Furthermore, NHTSA will seek out
additional data collection protocols and techniques to better expand
our capabilities and further enhance the data.
Expected Outcome: This survey allows the agency to track annually cell phone use while driving. The data allows NHTSA to
monitor any changes in use patterns and gauge the interface type
and level of use across the vehicle fleet. The identification of new
data collection protocols and techniques will allow for enhanced
data collection, which will further provide insight into the driver
distraction issue.
Status: This is an ongoing project, and is expected to continue
throughout the duration of the execution of this Plan.
4. Publish protocol for the NOPUS cell phone study. To allow other organizations to collect similar data, NHTSA will publish the protocol currently used for the NOPUS cell phone study. This outlines in detail the
procedures and tools used to conduct the NOPUS.
Expected Outcome: Publishing these protocols will allow outside
organizations to conduct similar studies.
Status: This is an ongoing project, with an expected publication
date of the NOPUS protocols for Q3 2010.
5. Plan analyses for SHRP2. The Transportation Research Board’s SHRP
2 initiative is a naturalistic driving behavior study which will deploy
about 1,950 vehicles that are instrumented with video data recorders
and other sensors to record behaviors, including driver distractions,
both in routine driving and in the seconds leading up to crashes. The
non-crash data on driver behaviors will serve as a baseline to provide
estimates of exposure that can be used to calculate relative risk of different distracting tasks. NHTSA expects that the resulting data set,
which will be available in 2012, will be the most comprehensive source
of information that shows the types of activities that drivers engage in
while driving.
NHTSA has participated in planning the SHRP program, and plans
to conduct analyses that specify the frequency of various distracting
activities and their safety implications. The agency also intends to use
the data set to further the understanding of the role and crash risk of
distractions, and potential countermeasures.
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Expected Outcomes: Ultimately, the results of the data analyses will
be used to support policy decisions. In addition, the results will
be used to identify countermeasures, such as standards to lockout
distracting device operation, and laws restricting driver use of
distracting devices.
Status: This is an ongoing project, and is expected to continue as
data are collected and reduced. Data collection is scheduled to end
in 2013.
6. Assess use of new technology. NHTSA will continue to monitor the
new technologies, either those associated with in-vehicle devices or,
to a lesser extent, portable devices (especially those applications that
would reasonably be used while driving). Specifically, this review will
focus on vehicles equipped with advanced information/entertainment
systems and features and evaluate their interfaces for (relative) distraction potential. In addition, this effort will look at technologies that can
assist in data collection, specifically for the rate at which drivers use
cell phones, and improve law enforcement capabilities.
Expected Outcomes: The information from this assessment will provide a preliminary indication of potential technology benefits and
problems that can be used to define needed research. The information on driver use patterns will help track trends that can be used
to identify and forecast potential safety issues.
Status: This is an ongoing project, and is expected to continue
throughout the duration of the execution of this Plan. The first
step, researching new technologies to help with roadside data collection, has been initiated.
7. Assess integrated, hands-free, and hand-held interfaces. The distraction potential of different types of interfaces has been of interest to
researchers. Cell phone interfaces can be sorted into three general categories: hand-held (i.e., dialing is manual and the phone is held to the
ear when conversing), hands-free (i.e., dialing is performed manually
or vocally, and talking is conducting using a headset or speakerphone),
and integrated (i.e., dialing and talking interactions with the phone
take place through a vehicle-based, OEM interface). With the rapidly
changing state of technology, the subsequent impact of these interfaces
is not known. NHTSA will conduct an evaluation of current users of
different cell phone interfaces to determine the relative exposure of
the different types of interfaces and the relative risk of each when used
while driving. By recruiting current users of the different technologies, novice user effects will be eliminated.
Expected Outcomes: The information from this assessment will provide an estimate of exposure for each interface type and the distraction potential associated with use of each interface type. With
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this information, NHTSA expects to increase the overall understanding of driver interaction with technology, better understand
the needs of the driving population, and identify improvements for
current vehicle systems.
Status: NHTSA is in the planning stages of this project. The final
report is expected to be published in Q1 2012.
8. Evaluate distraction from manual entry tasks. Consensus from driver
distraction literature is that manual phone dialing, text messaging, and
navigation route entry take the driver’s eyes off the road for longer periods of time, which is detrimental to driving. These tasks share a main
component, manual number and/or text entry, which is consistently
found to interfere with driving performance. Some research found that
teen drivers spent up to 400% more time with their eyes off the road
when text messaging than when not text messaging, were less able to
maintain their lateral position, or respond to traffic signs.23 This project
will examine portable and in-vehicle technologies to test the similarities and differences in driver performance when drivers engage in these
secondary tasks. In turn, this evaluation will permit estimation of the
risk associated with consecutive number and text entry while driving.
Expected Outcomes: Results of this assessment will provide an
estimate of the distraction potential of different manual secondary
tasks. This information will be useful for future policy decisions.
Status: NHTSA is in the planning stages of this project. The final
report is expected to be published in Q1 2011.

Initiative 2: Reduce Workload Demands on Drivers
When Using In-Vehicle Technologies
Background
The degree to which drivers’ attention is diverted away from the primary
driving task while using in-vehicle or portable devices is determined, in
part, by the design and operation of the equipment. The device’s interface
can affect the degree to which drivers are able to perform primary driving
tasks, such as event or object detection and maintaining vehicle control.
In addition, some interfaces require many button presses to operate them.
Consequently, one way to minimize the risk is to establish device-related
distraction assessment metrics (e.g., total eyes off road time, maximum
glance duration) that can provide information to help identify which design
features are the least intrusive on the driving task. Design guidelines may
also be used to reduce driver workload; this Plan includes developing and
evaluating such guidelines.
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Programs to Support Initiative 2

Initiative 2:
Reduce Workload From Interfaces
Efforts
1

2
Review
current
guidelines

• Assess use of current
guidelines
• Identify
enhancements

3
Develop
distraction and
usability metrics

• Develop test
procedures to
evaluate in-vehicle
and nomadic
interfaces

Integrate
findings of previous
tasks to develop
guidelines

• Develop voluntary
guidelines

Outcomes
Figure 3: Tasks and Outcomes for Initiative 2

1. Review current guidelines. The Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers
has published human factors guidelines for driver interactions with
advanced in-vehicle information and communication systems and
informed NHTSA of its intent to design products to meet these guidelines. However, we currently have little information on the extent to
which these manufacturers and others are following human factors
guidelines and testing their products to confirm that distracted driving is sufficiently limited. NHTSA supports the efforts of manufacturers to limit the distraction potential of the products they sell. To gain
a fuller understanding of the state of implementation of human factors
guidelines, NHTSA plans to review the extent to which manufacturers
are following basic human factors guidelines as well as the current
guidelines put forth by the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers.
Expected Outcomes: This information will provide NHTSA a status report on the extent to which existing human factors guidelines are used, and an understanding of potential gaps in existing
guidelines.
Status: NHTSA is in the planning stages of this project. The final
report is expected to be published in Q4 2010.
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2. Develop distraction and usability metrics. This ongoing program is
designed to foster less distracting interface designs:
• Building on the work of Collision Avoidance Metric Program
(CAMP), Human-Machine Interface And Traffic Safety in Europe
(HASTE), and completed NHTSA work, the first approach involves
developing procedures to test interfaces for original equipment
and portable devices using driving performance and distraction
assessment metrics to establish a link to safety. Data obtained in
a dual-task driving simulation will be used to assess the relative
distraction potential of information and entertainment devices
in production vehicles. New metrics will be explored, including
newer variants of the peripheral detection task (PDT). Newer
variants of the PDT have shown increased sensitivity for detecting cognitive distraction effects, relative to the original version.
NHTSA is studying these metrics since they represent low-cost
approaches with increased sensitivity for evaluating the potential
distracting effects of operating wireless communications devices
and other in-vehicle systems used for entertainment, information,
and communication.
• The second, complementary approach involves development of a
protocol for measuring and comparing the ease of use of similar
features on different devices. Specifically, NHTSA expects that this
work will involve an adaptation of the traditional human factors
techniques, such as task analysis. This undertaking all the relative
ranking of secondary task distraction potential, which will allow
the identification and categorization of the types of secondary tasks
that drivers perform using in-vehicle devices.
Expected Outcomes: The primary outcome will be objective and
safety-relevant test procedures to evaluate production vehicles and
portable technologies to assess distraction potential and usability.
In addition, the findings can provide decision criteria for acceptable and unacceptable performance levels, in turn providing information to policy makers (including NHTSA) faced with decisions
about developing regulations.
Status: The first phase of the project is near completion, with a final
report to be published in Q1 2010. NHTSA is in the planning stages
of a follow-on study; the report from this is expected in Q1 2011.
3. Integrate findings of previous tasks to develop guidelines. Following the
conclusion of the previous tasks, this task will synthesize those results
and develop voluntary guidelines for minimizing the distraction potential of in-vehicle and portable devices. These guidelines will include
reliable, repeatable metrics, and are expected to represent the minimal
interface requirements for technologies.
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The guidelines will be developed in three phases. The first phase will
explore visual-manual interfaces. The second phase will include portable devices. The third phase will expand the guidelines to include
voice interfaces.
Expected Outcomes: This project will result in a documented set
of voluntary guidelines for designing in-vehicle system/device
interfaces to minimize driver distraction. NHTSA expects these
guidelines to be used to establish the minimum requirements for
interfaces.
Status: The first phase of the project has been initiated, and is
expected to be completed in Q3 2011. The second phase is expected
to be completed Q3 2013. The third phase is expected to be completed in Q1 2014.
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Technologies
Initiative 3: Keep Drivers Safe
Background
As outlined previously, much research has already been undertaken to
determine requirements for crash warning systems that can alert inattentive
drivers of the need to take avoidance actions under crash likely scenarios.
Safety systems such as forward crash avoidance and lane keeping assist
appear to have potential for reducing crashes. Work has been undertaken
in two directions: sensor and warning algorithm development to detect
when driver action is needed and human factors research to guide the selection of appropriate warning timing and interface requirements for how to
alert an inattentive driver. The technology challenge has been to develop
sensors and algorithms that can minimize false and nuisance warnings and
detect critical events 100 percent of the time. The human factors challenge
has been to determine interface requirements that provide warnings to
distracted drivers that are acceptable, detectable, understandable, and that
lead to an appropriate crash avoidance response. In addition, the systems
need to ensure that drivers do not become complacent and drive even less
attentively if they assume that the systems will always protect them.
Sensors that monitor the state of the driver are a newer development. The
most common type is fatigue monitoring systems that use machine vision to
compute the driver’s direction of gaze in real time. The emergence of realtime distraction monitoring capability offers the potential to support the
driver in several ways. In contrast to reducing workload, these technologies
may alter the collision mitigation countermeasures to provide more effective
warnings and reduce nuisance warnings to distracted drivers by adjusting the warning timing and degree of intrusiveness. Such a device might
help drivers realize when they are looking away from the road too much
and may help to redirect their attention to the driving task. Several vehicle
manufacturers have started to deploy the first generation of many of these
systems, including real-time driver state monitoring. Some manufacturers
have been researching the potential of distraction feedback systems.
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Programs to Support Initiative 3

Initiative 3:
Keep Distracted Driver Safe
Efforts
1

2
Improve
crash
warning
interfaces

• Estimate
effectiveness and
acceptability of
different HMIs

3
Quantify
benefits of
crash warning
systems

• Estimate crash
reduction benefits,
long term effects
of crash warning
technologies

4
Assess
distraction
monitoring
systems

• Develop a set of
testing protocols
to evaluate/
compare systems

Assess
effectiveness
(technical and
behavioral) of cell
phone filters

• Estimate
effectiveness of
these systems

Outcomes
Figure 4: Tasks and Outcomes for Initiative 3

1. Improve crash warning interfaces. Advanced crash warning systems
(ACWS) have the potential to help distracted drivers reduce the frequency and severity of common crash situations. The driver-vehicle
interface (DVI) is a critical component of ACWS that aims to support
effective crash avoidance by drivers without creating adverse effects,
such as driver confusion, inappropriate responses, distraction, and
automation complacency. The warning interface should be tailored to
the capabilities of the crash prevention system as well as to the capabilities and limitations of the driving population. To help ensure that
the crash warning systems provide distracted drivers an overall benefit, NHTSA is pursing the Crash Warning Interface Metrics (CWIM)
project, which will develop a set of test protocols to compare how they
affect the drivers’ crash avoidance responses.
Expected Outcomes: This project will evaluate the performance
of different ACWS interfaces in terms of driver crash avoidance
response and acceptability. These results could then be used in
future human factors recommendations, guidelines, and/or support for regulatory programs.
Status: This is an ongoing project, with a final report expected to
be published in Q1 2011.
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2. Quantify benefits of crash warning systems. While various crash avoidance warning systems have been developed and are starting to be
deployed, their effectiveness and long-term influence on driver behavior are unknown and can only be estimated. For example, drivers using
these technologies may overly rely on the technologies, and engage in
other (high-risk) behaviors, assuming the technology will compensate.
Previous efforts to assess effectiveness have used computer modeling,
test track studies, and field operational tests to estimate safety benefits.
However, none of these techniques fully and accurately account for the
effects of real-world driver behavior in responding to warning interfaces in a broad range of traffic scenarios over an extended period of
time. More accurate estimates of the crash reduction benefits of crash
warning technologies and the long-term effects on driver behavior,
including among those drivers that are distracted, are needed.
Expected Outcomes: This effort will provide an estimate of the
safety benefits of crash avoidance technologies. In addition, this
project will determine any long-term driver behavior changes,
including unintended consequences (e.g., increased rate of multitasking). NHTSA intends to use these results to promote technology deployment, gauge driver acceptance, improve the prediction
of crash benefits, identify factors that could increase benefits and
minimize any possible adverse effects, and provide support for
potential rulemaking and performance standards.
Status: NHTSA is in the planning stages of this project. The final
report is expected to be published in Q4 2013.
3. Assess distraction monitoring systems. Systems that monitor drivers and
provide feedback have been shown to have the potential to increase
traffic safety, especially in vehicle fleets.24 In regard to distraction monitoring, such a system may help drivers reduce the frequency and duration of multitasking while driving. NHTSA expects to identify realtime distraction detection methods and investigate different interfaces
and methods for providing feedback to the driver. The value of this
feedback will be assessed by whether appropriately designed displays
can help drivers improve their focus on the driving task. This research
involves developing a set of metrics that will allow the comparison of
distraction monitoring/mitigation systems.
Expected Outcomes: The research will provide NHTSA with a set
of testing protocols to evaluate/compare distraction monitoring/
mitigation systems. These protocols will then be available for use
in estimating the benefits of each system.
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Status: This is an ongoing project, with a final report expected to
be published in Q2 2011.
4. Assess effectiveness (technical and behavioral) of software cell phone filters. Cell phone filters are an emerging technical option in managing
distraction. The software, which can be downloaded to a cell phone,
has thresholds past which calls are not sent through to the driver but
instead sent to voicemail; text messages are also blocked. NHTSA is
planning a research program that would not only verify whether the
programs work as designed but investigate the behavioral aspects, specifically whether people will voluntarily use these programs.
Expected Outcomes: The research will provide NHTSA with an
estimate of the effectiveness of these filters. Specifically, NHTSA
will better understand the technical capabilities and limitations
of these technologies, and how willing people are to use the cell
phone filter software. This information can then be used to assess
the overall feasibility of these as a countermeasure for distracted
driving.
Status: NHTSA is in the planning stages of this project. The final
report is expected to be published in Q4 2011.
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Initiative 4: Recognize Risks and Consequences
Background
Multitasking is a natural aspect of human behavior. Understanding the
nature and extent of risk involved in newer forms of multitasking while
driving is critical to modifying driver behavior to reduce these new forms
of risk. Drivers clearly do not understand the ways in which use of new
technologies increase crash risk, or of how their behaviors contribute to
risky driving. A detailed understanding of driver risk taking behaviors, the
factors that determine a driver’s willingness to engage in distracting behaviors, and what knowledge, incentives, or legal restrictions are most effective
in improving driver safety will inform the development of effective and
acceptable programs to change unsafe driver behaviors. This research may
also investigate how drivers can learn to better recognize their impairment
due to distraction. This research listed below can be tailored to the safety
problems of specific driving populations, such as teen drivers and commercial fleet drivers. The findings could support guidance to legislators, driver
educators, safety professionals, and drivers.
Programs to Support Initiative 4

Initiative 4:
Recognize Risks and Consequences
Efforts
1

2

3

Evaluate laws
and highvisibility
enforcement

Develop
targeted media
messages

Draft and
publish sample
law for use by
states

4

• Determine
effectiveness
of laws, highvisibility
enforcement

• Assess the
effectiveness
of media
campaigns on
enforcement

• Provide
guidance to
States

Publish
guidance for
Federal ban

• Develop
employee
information
program to
increase
compliance

5

6

Assess
potential of
education and
training
programs

Develop
program
resource
through World
Health Org.

• Evaluate ways
to modify or
reduce
behaviors

• International
leadership and
outreach on
driver
distraction

Outcomes
Figure 5: Tasks and Outcomes for Initiative 4
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1. Evaluate laws and high-visibility enforcement. High-visibility enforcement campaigns such as NHTSA’s annual Click It or Ticket seat belt
mobilizations are proven countermeasures to change drivers’ behaviors. 25 26 They are effective because they increase a driver’s perception
of the likelihood of being ticketed for violating a particular traffic safety
law. High-visibility enforcement programs combine active law enforcement with paid media advertising that emphasizes the heightened
enforcement. In Click It or Ticket, the message is “wear your seat belt
or you will get a ticket.” NHTSA is planning to test the high-visibility
enforcement model by applying it in a distracted driving demonstration project in two cities (Syracuse, NY, and Hartford, CT) that have
laws banning handheld cell phone use while driving.
Expected Outcomes: The results will provide a preliminary indication of the effectiveness of laws and high visibility enforcement
to raise public awareness about the risks of distracted driving
and to alter driver behavior to reduce the incidence of distracted
driving.
Status: This is an ongoing project, with a final report expected to
be published in Q3 2011.
2. Develop targeted media messages. Driving while distracted increases
the likelihood of a crash,27 and recent well publicized events have
brought this unsafe driving behavior to the forefront of the public eye.
Cell phone subscriptions have grown exponentially from 1988 through
2009. About 89 percent, or 276.6 million of all Americans, have a cell
phone, according to CTIA – The Wireless Association.28 For many, it
is the only kind of telephone they possess. In a recent NHTSA survey,
most people (77%) reported that they talk on the phone while driving
at least some of the time.29 NHTSA will develop and test new targeted
media messages to support high visibility enforcement demonstration
programs. The goals of the messages are to educate the driving public
about the increased risks when using electronic devices while driving
and the reasons for increased enforcement of State laws that ban cell
phone use or text messaging while driving. To promote these themes,
paid media messages are being developed for television, cable, Internet, and radio broadcast.
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Expected Outcomes: NHTSA’s new distracted driving media messages will support two high-visibility enforcement demonstration
campaigns beginning in early 2010. Once shown effective, NHTSA
plans to make available these distracted driving paid advertisements for use by other States that want to address these problems.
Status: This is an ongoing project, with a final report expected to
be published in Q3 2011.
3. Draft and publish a sample texting law for use by States. As of March
2010, 21 States have enacted bans against text messaging while driving
for all drivers and 9 States have partial bans that cover only some, such
as novice drivers. Six States have laws that ban the use of hand-held
cell phones while driving. The provisions of these laws vary widely
with some so specific that they would make it extremely difficult to
enforce or successfully prosecute in a court of law or the penalties so
mild that there is little fear of enforcement. Developing a sample law
to ban text messaging while driving based on the consensus of traffic
safety experts will help State legislators to enact more effective distracted driving laws and will create more uniform legal policies and
procedures across the country.
Expected Outcomes: NHTSA will provide guidance to States by
publishing a sample law to ban text messaging in conjunction with
other traffic safety organizations. This law can then be implemented
by the States in an effort to reduce text messaging-related crashes.
Status: This is an ongoing project, with a sample law expected to
be published in Q2 2010.
4. Publish guidance for Federal ban. On October 1, 2009, President Barack
Obama issued an Executive Order directing all Federal employees not to
engage in text messaging when driving a government-owned vehicle,
or when driving a personally owned vehicle while on official Government business. Furthermore, the Executive Order prohibits Federal
employees from using electronic equipment supplied by the Government while they are driving. NHTSA will develop an employee information program geared toward educating Federal employees about the
text messaging ban. Initially, the program will be administered within
the DOT, but will be made available to the entire Federal workforce.
Expected Outcomes: NHTSA plans to develop a model employee
information program to increase compliance with the new ban
against text messaging by Federal employees while on official
business.
Status: This is an ongoing project, with a final guidance document
expected to be published in Q3 2010.
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5. Assess potential of education and training programs. Young drivers are
much more likely than experienced drivers to divert their gaze away
from the forward roadway for longer than 2 seconds while they are
engaged in secondary tasks as shown in simulator,30 controlled road,31
and naturalistic studies.32 Recent research demonstrates that training
programs using simulated driving can teach young, novice drivers to
maintain their forward gaze while multitasking.33 NHTSA intends to
direct future research toward the assessment of how well these training programs transfer to real-world driving situations; whether the
behavior change observed during training transfers to real-world driving and can reduce crash risk. Another avenue of research is assessing
how well training programs help novice drivers anticipate hazards
before they become a source of potential conflict. Training appears to
alter simulated driving behavior, and planned research will determine
whether this generalizes to actual driving behavior.
Expected Outcomes: Greater understanding of the ways in which
multitasking elevates crash risk and ways to modify or reduce
inappropriate multitasking behavior may alter driver attitudes
toward and willingness to engage in distracting tasks while driving. Information gathered for this initiative will enhance development of more effective education and training programs that
reduce distracted driving.
Status: This is an ongoing project, with a final report expected to
be published in Q3 2011.
6. Develop Driver Distraction Program Resource through World Health
Organization. The proliferation of wireless personal communications
combined with rapidly expanded use of personal motor vehicles in
developing nations raises transportation safety concerns world-wide.
The DOT is working with the U.S. State Department to provide global
leadership and technical assistance regarding driver distraction.
Expected Outcomes: Adoption of effective policies and programs
worldwide to reduce driver distraction and consequent crashes,
injuries, and deaths.
Status: This is an ongoing project, with a final report expected to
be published in Q3 2011.
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Summary
This document outlines NHTSA’s plans for distraction research. To tackle
this complex problem, four initiatives have been outlined in this document:
1. Improving the understanding of the problem,
2. Reducing driver workload from in-vehicle systems (interfaces),
3. Keeping distracted drivers safe, and
4. Increasing public awareness to recognize the risks and consequences of distracted driving.
This Plan reflects both ongoing and planned research. At the conclusion
of each project the results will be made available on the NHTSA Web site.
Some of the projects will also provide additional public benefit, such as
media messages to warn of the dangers of distracted driving.
NHTSA is confident that this comprehensive approach, in addition to the
contributions from other stakeholders, will move us toward our ultimate
goal: eliminating distraction-related crashes.
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